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Meeting ends 
dining dispute 
The dispute at Commons dining 
hall Is finally over as a result 
of last Thursday's clarification 
meeting,   according   to   officials. 
Officials of the Commons and 
the administration led a meeting 
to help clarify where the worker 
stood after last week's disturban- 
ces. With 45 people In attendance 
they told the workers that an agree- 
mwnt was reached with the lead- 
ers of the student complaints 
and now there should be no dis- 
agreement with policy. 
The students for the most part 
seemed to agree with the views 
expressed by the officials. 
Abolition petitions circulate 
as AWS battle continues 
By JUDY EICHER to exist,   should come to a head      of Student Council hearings on AWS,     as the organ! 
Managing Editor 
The  controversy currently rag- 
ing on campus over the right of 
the Association of Women Students 
this Thursday evening. 
Amid a flurry of petitions to 
abolish AWS, a smattering of re- 
taliation "warnings," and four days 
DIM LIBRARY-An emergency power system kept the Library 
open until 4 p.m. yesterday when it was closed due to inoper- 
able book checkouts.   (Photo by Tim Culek.) 
legislation will actually appear be- 
fore Thursday's council meeting 
to abolish AWS. 
Bill proposed 
"One half of the campus Is being 
governed by a representative body 
other than Student Council. This 
weakens Student Council," said 
Tom Shelley co-sponsor of the bill 
which will appear before council 
Thursday. 
Shelley's bill will recommend 
to the Board of Trustees that AWS 
be abolished, and an Inter - res- 
idence hall council be created on 
an Interim basis. 
This Interim council would co- 
ordinate social activities for wo- 
men's dorms as well as acting 
as a sounding board, but would 
have no legislative or judicial 
boards. 
Eventually , Shelley hopes this 
council could be merged with the 
present Men's Inter-residence Hall 
Council (MIRHC^ 
"This interim council would be 
Just like the present organization 
of MIRHC "   said Shelly. "Men's 
residence halls are entirely auton- 
omous from the University now. So 
wlU be the women's, and hope- 
fully,   each haH will be able  to 
make Its own  rules and regula- 
tions." 
SheUey forsees that Individual 
dormitories would set their own 
regulations on hours, dress pol- 
icies, eating and smoking In 
lounges, and "other day to day 
tidings that affect the way people 
live." 
Women "resign" 
Women from each dormitory are 
now signing petitions saying that 
they "withdraw their support from 
AWS," or "refuse to acknowledge 
the Association of Women Students 
Coble breakdown causes $4,000 damage 
A break In the main cable lead- 
ing to the Library at 8:45 a.m. 
yesterday was responsible for an 
electrical breakdown effecting 3/4 
of the campus. Damage was es- 
timated at $3,000 to $4,000. 
The accident occured when a 
sharp object, probably a steel 
spike, dropped by a construction 
worker blew a hole In the 4,160 
- volt cable that caused a short 
circuit^ resulting In the electri- 
city breakdown. 
Within 20 minutes, the High Volt- 
age  System of Toledo was noti- 
fied   and   repair   work   began at 
1:30   p.m.,   lasting until after  8 
p.m. 
Most affected by the lossof pow- 
er were the Student Health Center 
and the Library. 
The Student Health Center was 
unable to conduct any laboratory 
work,   Including physical  therapy 
and X-ray work. Also, the main 
switchboard connecting calls to 
patients was unable to function. 
All operations resumed this morn- 
ing as normal. 
The Library closed  at 4 p.m. 
due to the lack of adequate pow- 
er. The heat was on, but the 
air became stuffy because the fans 
used to circulate the air were not 
working. The telephones at the main 
desk and the circulation machines 
were also Inoperable. 
t ization that represents 
my Interests as a student." 
Others are putting their names 
to a petition saying, "I ... resign 
as a member of the Association 
of Women Students." 
These petitions wlU probably be 
presented to Student Council or 
feasibly used to Inform the Board 
of Trustees of the feelings of some 
of the women students. The board 
must okay council action before 
AWS Is abolished. 
"Anybody that feels our present 
judicial system Is unfair and wants 
to see a new judicial system set 
up is signing these petitions," said 
Carol Hudglns, freshman Student 
Council representative from West 
HaU. 
The "new Judicial system" would 
have "judges, due process, defense 
attorneys, and the right of appeal 
to Student Court," according to 
Miss Hudglns. 
Under the new system, the final 
appeal decision could not be re- 
versed by AWS." 
Reactionary    signs "warning" 
students about the consequences of 
signing   petitions   were posted 
throughout West Hall thlsweekend. 
"They had the girls running 
scared. Some of these girls are 
apathetic, some are brainwashed, 
and some are scared stiff now," 
said Miss Hudglns. 
Posted In one of the lavltorles 
In West Hall this weekend was 
the following statement, copied by 
Miss Hudglns: 
"If anyone approaches vou with 
a petition to abolish AWS, make 
sure you know what you're doing 
and why your'e doing it. If you 
sign, your'e the one who' 11 have 
to live with the effects!" 
Miss Hudglns thinks the sign was 
posted by a resident assistant In 
West. 
Holds hearings 
Hearings stemming from legis- 
lation   In   last  Thursday's coun- 
cil  meeting are now being con- 
ducted on judicial procedures In 
the freshmen women's dormitor- 
ies. 
Last night the hearing dealt with 
Mooney  Hall. West Hall will   be 
covered In  tonight's hearing and 
(Continued on page 5) 
KSU blacks plan walkout 
By JOHN HAVILREK 
and JIM MARINO 
Staff Writers 
KENT, O., More than 250 
members of Kent State Univer- 
sity's Black United Students (BUS) 
organization plan this week to make 
good their pledge to walk off campus 
"suitcases in hand" If the admin- 
Julian Bond to speak here 
on 'youth and new politics1 
Julian Bond, state representative 
from Georgia who was nominated 
for vice president at the Demo- 
cratic Convention In Chicago, will 
speak at 8 p.m. Friday In Mem- 
orial Hall. 
His visit Is part of the Unl- 
verslty's "YouthF" 
and New Pol-[ 
ltlcs" series de-1 
signed to expose I 
students to poll-[ 
tics and govern- J 
ment through a[ 
number of na-l 
ttonally - known| 
speakers. The 
speech will be 
followed by a Julian Bond 
student-faculty panel and an open- 
floor questioning period. 
At the Chicago convention, the 
28 - year - old Georgia legis- 
lator successfully led a group of 
challenging delegates who claimed 
that Georgia's delegates picked 
by Gov. Lester G. Madoox did 
not   represent   the   black   voters 
of the state. The Rules commit- 
tee allowed the Bond-led delega- 
tion to take Its place with al- 
ready seated delegates. 
Following the convention, Bond 
joined a group of dissenters, un- 
happy with their party's presiden- 
tial candidate, and are attempting 
to wrest control of party machin- 
ery. Despite their dissatisfaction 
with the current leaders, the dls- 
senters      —     who call  their 
group  the New Democratic Coal- 
ition — are essentially committed 
to working within    the party for 
specific goals. 
Although Bond was first elected 
to the Georgia House of Repres- 
entatives three years ago, he was 
not allowed to take office until last 
year. In 1965 he was elected to the 
legislature but was prevented from 
taking office by other members 
of the legislature who objected to 
his dovish stand on the Vietnam 
War. After winning a second ele- 
ction In 1966 — to fUl his vacant 
seat — a special House Committee 
again voted to bar him from mem- 
bership. Later that year, Bond won 
a third election and the United 
States Supreme Court unanimously 
ruled that the Georgia House had 
erred and on Jan. 9, 1967, he took 
the oath of office. 
Prior to his election to public 
office, Bond helped form the Stu- 
dent Nonviolent Co - ordlnatlng 
Committee (SNCC) and became 
communications director of the or- 
ganization a year later. 
An associate of the Rev. Ralph 
Abernathy, head of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference, 
the Georgian Is a member of the 
Board of Directors of the South- 
ern Conference Education Fund 
and a member of the Advisory 
Board of the proposed Martin 
Luther King, Jr., Memorial Li- 
brary. 
Bond's appearance Is the third 
in the "Youth and New Politics" 
series. The next speaker, South 
Dakota Senator George J. McGov- 
ern,   will   visit campus Dec.   5. 
lstratlon does not grant them total 
amnesty for participating In a dem- 
onstration   Wednesday   against   a 
recruiter for the Oakland Police 
Department. 
Nine black students, Identified 
through photographs taken at the 
demonstration, face possible sus- 
pension from the University for 
their protestors role. 
BUS and the Students for a Dem- 
ocratic Society (SDS) campus chap- 
ter have Joined to demand amnesty 
for all those who participated In 
the protest, retorting the demon- 
stration was whoUy "constitution- 
al and orderly." 
"If we grant amnesty we might 
Just as well forget about the Stu- 
dent Code and all our rules," said 
Robert E. Matson, KSU dean of 
students, according to Harold L. 
Greenberg, editor of The Dally Kent 
Stater, student newspaper. 
A student walkout was originally 
planned for 4 p.m. yesterday, ac- 
cording to BUS spokesmen, but 
failed to materialize. Plans call 
for the walkout to occur later In 
the week If neither side relaxes 
Its present hard-line stand. 
BUS and SDS members, led by 
students Mark Real and Carl By- 
ers,   have called for all Negroes 
at KSU to Join with them In pro- 
test of the administration's stand. 
Kent's Negro community has re- 
cently added charges of racial pre- 
jucice to their complaints against 
the administration, and have stated 
KSU President Robert I. White has 
repeatedly refused to meet with 
black students to discuss their 
complaints. 
Kent's Vice President of the 
Student Body and President of the 
Student Senate,  Robert Pickett, a 
Negro, branded both campus cham- 
bers "powerless," and resigned 
his positions Friday to "work for 
the goals which have for so long 
laid dormant," he said. 
He was Joined in his chastise- 
ment of KSU by four other Negro 
student senate members, who also 
resigned. 
Some Negroes at Kent have sta- 
ted they do not agree with the pol- 
icy stand of BUS, but have been 
threatened with physical harm If 
they do not go along with plans 
for the walkout. 
Reasons for the original protest 
against the Oakland police recruit- 
er are believed to have stemmed 
from recent attacks made by Oak- 
land policemen against the mili- 
tant Black Panthers headquarters 
In that city, according to some 
observers. Several Oakland police 
officers were suspended from the 
force foUowlng departmental in- 
vestigations there, and several of- 
ficers face felony charges. 
Informed sources are saying this 
was the reason for the placards 
carried by Kent State protestors 
Wednesday, some of which read, 
" End. KSU compliance with rac- 
ism," and "Oakland Cops Must 
Go." 
Summing up the position of the 
KSU administration, President 
White caUed the past, present and 
pending Incidents "regrettable," 
and said, "The student's demands 
are coercive." He added It was 
also regrettable that, "BUS has 
presented an Impossible alterna- 
tive," to the problems there. 
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Fritter 
tfzz- 
Change needed 
A Student Council committee is now investigating the AWS ju- 
dicial policies in the Freshman women's dormitories, and with 
good reason. 
The interim University Code and the Specific Statement on Stu- 
dent Mights passed by Student Council earlier this year both pro- 
vide for due process of luw in ALL judicial proceedings on cam- 
pus, but AWS is ignoring these statements. 
In the judicial proceedings conducted by the houseboards in the 
women's  dormitories,  due process of law  is  completely  ignored. 
In the words of Bea Smith, president of AWS, a houseboard does 
not rule on the innocence or guilt of the woman who supposedly 
h.is violated a rule; it just decides whether the woman has a legi- 
timate excuse for violating the rule. By our definition, and most 
others, excepting AWS's, this is presumption of guilt, ''resump- 
tion of innocence is one of the basic principles of due process of 
law. 
Also, in a housebourd trial, the woman who is appealing is not 
allowed to have a defense counsel or present witnesses in her 
own behalf.    These are also i n violation of due process of law. 
There is also a peculiar combination of duties for a dormitory 
houseboard. It is the law-muking organization for the dormitory, 
and it is also the prosecutor and judge of anyone who has-al- 
legedly violated a rule. How muny prosecutors will vote that a 
person is innocent, and how many legislators will overrule the 
regulations that they themselves have made? 
All this adds up to a very inequitable judicial system in the 
women's dormitories and the same situation prevails if a woman 
appeals the decision of her houseboard to the AWS Judicial 
Board. There is presumption of guilt, no defense counsel, no 
presentation of witnesses, and the prosecutors are also the 
judges. 
Another interesting fact is that no transcript of the houseboard 
trials and the judicial board uppeuls is kept, making it very dif- 
ficult for u woman to uppeal her case to Student Court, becuuse a 
complete transcript of preceding trials is necess ry for the court 
to even consider an appeul. 
The AWS justification for all of this is that the women estab- 
lished this policy themselves when they voted on it last year, 
and since this is an internal affair of AWS, Student Council should 
not i nterfere. AWS is defining a Student Council investigation as 
interference. 
This system obviously must be changed, and this is where the 
difficulty comes in. AWS has a distinct grant of powers from the 
Board of Trustees, and because of this, Student Council and Stu- 
dent Court are presently impotent in regard to forci ng a change in 
AWS policy. 
The best way to change the policy, then, is for the women who 
make up AWS (all of them, since membership is mandatory) to do 
it themselves. The women displayed shortsightedness when they 
approved this policy, but they now have a chance to recover the 
rights they voted away last vear. 
If this is not done, AWS is leaving itself open to civil suits in 
the courts of the state, and is also taking the chance of havi ng 
Student Court overturn each individual decision of the AWS Judi- 
cial Board, rendering their regulations useless even though they 
may still be in effect. 
If AWS intransigence (such as not participating in the Student 
Council investigation and refusing to give evidence to the i nves- 
tigating committee) continues, a way should be found to have the 
AWS grant of powers revoked, either by the Board of Trustees or 
by the courts of the state of Ohio. 
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letters to the editor 
Lack of respect 
We attended the address by Sen- 
ator Strom Thurmond tn the Uni- 
versity Union Ballroom and came 
away feeling disappointed. Not 
disappointed at the Senator but at 
the lack of respect which was ac- 
corded him. 
Here was a United States Sen- 
ator who had accepted the Invita- 
tion of the Student Activities Of- 
fice, to speak to the students on 
topics which should have been of 
some concern to them. And what 
happened? When It came time for 
discussion there were questions 
and remarks by some people, by 
no means everyone present, by 
some people who were seemingly 
more Interested In airing their own 
opinions than listening to the Sen- 
ator. 
A man who has served his state, 
his people and his nation as an 
United States Senator demands the 
respect of us all—regardless of 
political persuasion — and should 
not be treated as an opponent in 
a duel. 
There was general respect for 
Mr. Thurmond this evening, but 
general respect is not enough. 
What happened to sincerity, hon- 
esty and lntegrety in this country 
— has it faded away to "free 
speech" and "a democratic 
society?" 
Roger  Strickland 
823 N. Main 
John Ruble 
230 Buttonwood 
Unjust policies 
During the present controversy 
over AWS policies, I would like 
to present my views, being sub- 
ject to these policies. 
I and my roommate must go be- 
fore houseboard for what seems 
to be, to me at least, a trial. 
We have three warnings in one 
category, and this situation re- 
quires us to appear before house- 
board In defense of ourselves. Only 
two of our warnings are at all 
justifiable. We did not deserve 
the third warning. 
However, I am finding it very 
difficult to find any way, accord- 
ing to the AWS government, to 
prove my innocence of the third 
charge. There will only be my 
word against the word of the R.A. 
who gave me the unjust warning. 
This will make the case diffi- 
cult for me, and difficult for the 
girls who will have to Judge me. 
I personally feel that AWS judi- 
cial prodeedlngs are in violation of 
the basic principles which any body 
of Its sort should follow. 
What really gets me down Is 
the depressing attitude of the ma- 
jority of the freshmen women in 
the dorm. They are either un- 
interested, brainwashed, or just 
plain scared. I discovered this 
when petitioning for Student Coun- 
cil. Before I appeal to house- 
board or any other place, I ap- 
peal to the freshmen women. 
I ask them to at least get in- 
terested and be aware of the wrong, 
as well as the right, aspects of 
AWS I ask  them to consider all 
the factors Involved in a case and 
to try to realize what their own 
feelings would be If they were 
being unjustly and Indefensibly 
persecuted by a government they 
had no part in forming. And fresh- 
men women have never formed, 
or even begun to form, their own 
policy. 
As I have not yet appeared be- 
fore houseboard, I am aware of 
the position I am putting myself 
In by  writing this letter.    But 
I feel that something or someone 
has to expose the unjustness of 
AWS government and the pathetic 
attitudes of freshmen women. For 
the most part, if the freshmen wo- 
men would change their attitudes 
and do something about it, there 
would no longer be this unjust 
government which they have to live 
by. 
Janet Davidson 
344 West 
Way to a goal 
By ROGER SCHMIDT 
Guest Columnist 
"The first time a man was unjustly executed (In history this moment 
is ably recorded by each succeeding political society as the Justi- 
fication for supplanting the previous society) the rationale for execu- 
ting capital punishment as part and parcel of Justice was forever lost." 
—lgro orldl 
It occurs to this writer that on the eve of all saints to once again 
take pen In hand and remind the world that It is absurd! 
This  might  appear  to  have nothing to do with what was previously 
quoted.   However,  the  Issues of life  are  not  so simple that a mere 
holiday  (to celebrate the coming of evil or to celebrate the futility 
of voting) can remove them from the ken: 
To wit, there are some fantastic Issues being completely over- 
looked by your common Jabberer. Some of there Issues Include the 
following: 
1. Should human beings havr the right to decide whether or not they 
shall continue to live? 
2. Should we tolerate those who refuse to become a part of the 
system we choose to support? 
3. How can we compel peopl e to leave their home, Earth, In order 
to populate other planets? 
4. Does freedom of speech mean you can stand up In the middle 
of a dying country and yell, "Stagnation"? 
5. Should the artificial embryonic atmosphere of laboratory cre- 
ated life ( as on this campus) be closely scrutinized and regulated 
by the federal government? 
6. Are Americans (and Earthllngs In general) capable of withstanding 
the awesome truth that every President, Prime Minister, General 
and Governmental  Representative Is a mistake and/or an accident? 
7. Should the Ignorant commoner (who apparently cannot choose 
his own candidates) be allowed to alter his personality with drugs? 
8. In future "elections" should the choice of a figure-head leader 
be the result of a random computer selection? 
9. Will contracts for life-expectancy be negotiable bonds? 
10. Should Immortality be made available to all? 
11. Can the physical machine that Is man take the absence of direct 
physical sexual stimulation if the mental machine Is receiving stimu- 
lation? 
12. What will the effects of teleportatlon on the genes and chromo- 
somes be? 
13. Will It become legal, ethical and finally moral to destroy or alter 
an Individual's recorded and banked gene patterns without the willful 
consent of that Individual? 
13. Will It ever become necessary to give humanolds. androids and 
other para-human creations equal legal, social and economic rights? 
13. How often should mass re-education occur to Insure against 
Instability? 
13. Need MAN annihilate himself In the face of TRUTH? 
Of course the time-space continuum we find ourselves on at present 
precludes any serious discussion of an "obviously ridiculous" set of 
questions.  However, if we can maintain some of the foresight we all 
attribute ourselves, perhaps we can see the wisdom of talking about 
a   "tale,   told   by   an   Idiot"  In hopes that It will signify something. 
After all: 
"Without the legally insane there could be no legally sane." 
lgro orldl. 
MIRHC changes update structure 
In an effort to make students 
aware of Its existence and ob- 
jectives, the Men's Inter-Resi- 
dence Hall Council (MIRHC) plans 
to undergo a series of changes In 
Its structure. 
The first change Involves con- 
stitutional revision. MIRHC Pres- 
ident James D. Steed, junior In 
the College of Education, calls the 
objectives of the present consti- 
tution good, but feels the wording 
Is too vague. 
To get some standards for the 
proposed revision, officers of 
MIRHC have set up a correspon- 
dence system. Under this system 
two men have been assigned to 
write to the Mid-Western Con- 
ference of Colleges and also the 
National Conference of Colleges to 
find out the names of colleges 
and universities with MIRHC 
organizations. 
The two correspondents will then 
write these universities asking 
them for copies of their consti- 
tutions and any other helpful in- 
formation. 
Through evaluation of other 
Men's Inter - Residence Hall 
Councils, Steed and the other 
Bowling Green MIRHC officials 
hope to be able to Improve the 
local chapter's operations. Ac- 
cording to Steed, this correspond- 
wlll be  the backbone of MIRHC. 
Referring to MIRHC 's goals 
Steed asserted, "We're going to 
be mainly Interested In men's 
residence hall living— Its prob- 
lems, Ideas, and relations. We 
want to unify the men's dorm- 
itories under MIRHC; that's what 
our name means." 
In conjunction with this desired 
unification the various dormitory 
representatives to MIRHC have 
been reading the minutes of their 
administrative council meetings at 
campus 
calendar 
BG VETERANS CLUB 
Will meet at 7 tonight In the A- 
lumnl Room of the University U- 
nlon. Richard Koontz will speak 
on the benefits that veterans and 
their   families  may  qualify for. 
UNITED CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP 
Will   meet   at   6:15 tonight In 
Prout Chapel. 
WBGU-FM 
Dr. George Redlna, associate 
professor of chemistry discusses 
the long term research project he 
Is conducting In the area of mental 
retardation. The program will 
be aired at 5:45 tonight. 
FRENCH CLUB 
Will meet at 7 tonight In the 
Alumni Room of the University U- 
nlon. 
GROWTH ROOM 
The counseling center's "Growth 
Room" 320 Student Services Bldg. 
will be open from 1 to 5 p.m. to- 
day. The "Growth Room" Is for 
anyone desiring to express and 
expand his thoughts with others. 
KARATE CLUB 
Will  meet from 7 to 9 tonight 
In the auditorium of the Newman 
Center. 
CONFERENCE IN 
KINDERGARTEN READING 
A "drive In" program on the sub- 
ject of reading and the kindergarten 
child will  be   sponsored by the 
Northwestern Ohio Educational Re- 
search Council, at 9 a.m. today In 
the Alumni Room of the University 
Unln. 
BETA ALPHA PSI 
Will sponsor a program featur- 
ing Andrew Barr, the chief account- 
ant for the National Securities and 
Exchange Commission at 7 to- 
night In the Ohio Suite of the Uni- 
versity Union. 
SDS FORUM 
There will be an open forum 
on AWS tomorrow at 4 p.m. In 
115 Education Bldg. 
J. Harper and Al Shlnd will 
speak. 
MIRHC meetings. The purpose of 
this Is to give each dorm an idea 
of what the other dormitories are 
doing. 
One of the points MIRHC Is 
currently stressing Is the matter 
of open house, and a committee 
has been appointed to Investigate 
Its possibilities. 
To co-ordinate men's and 
women's residence hall activities^ 
MIRHC will be working closely with 
the Association of Women Students 
(AWS). In Steed's opinion more 
can be done for both men and women 
through this Integration. 
MIRHC is also getting involved 
In campus-wide concerns. 
A recommendation which favors 
the   election   of   student   council 
representatives   on  the basis of 
apportionment was passed  at a 
recent  MIRHC   meeting and for- 
warded    to   the Student    Council 
Constitutional Committee. 
The Idea behind the MIRHC 
proposal is to give everyone equal 
representation. Larger dormi- 
tories would have more represent- 
atives proportionally than would 
smaller dorms, and commuters 
would be represented according to 
their numbers. 
In addition, the recommendation 
states that MIRHC,AWS, the Inter- 
Fraternity Council, and the Pan- 
hellenlc Council should each have 
a representative to protect their 
special interests. 
Steed, in closing, extended an 
Invitation to anyone with Ideas 
pertaining to men's residence 
halls to come to the MIRHC me- 
etings, which are held on Mondays 
at 8:30 p.m. In the Darrow Hall 
classroom. 
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Student Council 
Thursday Student Council passed resolutions calling for the 
Graduate Center to be open 24 hours a day, all week, a com- 
mittee to study the expenditures of Student Service fees, a com- 
mittee to Investigate the AWS judicial process, the establishment 
of a Selective Service Counallng Commission providing for ad- 
vice In several areas of concern, and the extension of the Com- 
muter Center in the basement of Mosley Hall. 
Any co-ed who has had to appear before a houseboard or who 
has served on one since September, 1967, please contact one of 
the following: Mary Blitz, 413 Ashley Hall, ex. 3215, Eric Furry 
327 Darrow HaU, ex. 3450 or Diane Foltz, 457 East, ex. 27U. 
These are members of the Student Council Committee to In- 
vestigate AWS Judicial Proceedings. 
This week Student Council will meet at 7 p.m. in 112 Life 
Science Bldg. AH Interested students are welcome and urged 
to attend. .. . Nick Llcate 
SKSBSSKWSS 
No tickee no ringee 
The Falcons weren't the only 
ones who met strong opposition 
at Northern Illinois University Sat- 
urday, the ATO Victory Bell almost 
did not get to ring for the first 
time in eight years. 
"It was by far the most hostile, 
obnoxious school to which we have 
ever traveled," stated Dave Solch, 
one of the five ATO's who encount- 
ered the unfriendly reception at 
DeKalb, HI. 
As they arrived in the pouring 
rain at the near-empty stadium, 
the ATO's were met by an assort- 
ment of campus police, athletic 
officials and administrators who 
refused to admit them, despite a 
letter displayed by Soldi from the 
Northern Illinois athletic depart- 
ment granting them permission to 
enter the stadium. 
"They just laughed at us, and told 
us we weren't getting Into the 
stadium, unless we bought tickets 
and sat In the stands", said Pete 
Bromley, one of the ATO's who 
made the trip. 
After finally getting through to 
head of the athletic department, 
they were told they "could ring the 
bell, but not from Inside the sta- 
dium". However, after further 
discussion with stadium officials, 
they were finally permitted to park 
the bell on the outside of the 
fenced-ln end-zone. 
"The stands weren' t nearly 
filled, yet they refused us admis- 
sion,  and as a result, we had to 
stand  In  the  rain for the entire 
game", said Solch, chairman of 
the bell crew. 
During the game, when one of the 
ATO's tried to gain entrance to 
the refreshment stand, he was 
refused because he did not have a 
pass. "They wouldn't even let me 
use the men's room, much less 
get a cup of coffee", said an 
angered Tom Tattan. 
At half time, they were again 
refused admission to the lower 
levels of the stadium. "All of us 
were completely soaked, and half 
frozen, and all we wanted was to 
get warm for a few minutes", 
said Solch. "Thank God we were 
flnaUy able to persuade a sympa- 
thetic student worker to let us Into 
the Bowling Green locker room." 
And, ATO's problems did not end 
with the sounding of the final gun 
either. 
"The campus police blockaded 
Congratulations 
Soror 
Sylvia A. 
Walton 
NOW WE 
REALLY KNOW 
WHO'S WHO IN 
1969 
Sisters of 
Delta Sigma Theta 
the road to the outside of the 
stadium and wanted us to pull the 
bell by hand to the car, which was 
parked about a quarter-mile 
away", said Bromley, "but we 
finally got them to let us through". 
Solch, summing up the attitude 
of the ATO's, said, "I hope we 
never have to make that trip again, 
and I hope there aren't any schools 
like Northern Illinois on our future 
schedules." And, the Falcons 
probably feel  the same way too. 
Give your 
contact lenses 
abath 
tonight In order to keep your contact lenses as 
comfortable and convenient as they were 
meant to be, you have to take care of 
them. But until now you needed two or 
more separate solutions to properly 
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not 
with Lensme. Lensine is the one lens 
solution for complete contact lens care 
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine 
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on 
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in 
Lensine overnight assures you of proper 
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case 
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine 
It has been demonstrated that improper 
storage between wearings may result in 
the growth of bacteria on the lenses 
This is a sure cause of eye irritation and 
in some cases can endanger your vision. 
Bacteria cannot grow in Lensine which is 
sterile, self-sanitizing, and antiseptic. 
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you 
insert your lens, coats and lubricates it 
allowing the lens to float more freely in 
the eye's fluids. That's because 
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution, 
which means that it blends with 
the natural fluids of the eye. LENSINE 
Let your contacts be the 
convenience they were 
meant to be. Get 
some Lensine, from the 
Murine Company, Inc. 
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"A computer has no mind of its own. Its 
'brainpower' comes trom the people who 
create the programs," says Rod Campany. 
Rod earned a B.S. in Math in 1966. Today, 
he's an IBM Systems Programmer working on 
a portion of Operating System/360, a 
hierarchy of programs that allows a computer 
to schedule and control most of its own 
operations. 
A mixture of science and art 
"Programming'' means writing the instruc- 
tions that enable a computer to do its job. 
Says Rod, "It's a mixture of science and art. 
You're a scientist in the sense that you have to 
analyze problems in a completely logical way. 
"But you don't necessarily hunt for an ulti- 
mate right answer. There can be as many 
solutions to a programming problem as 
there are programmers. That's where the art 
comes in. Any given program may work, but 
how well it works depends entirely on the 
ingenuity of the programmer." 
Programmers hold a key position in the 
country's fastest growing major industry- 
information processing. Business Week re- 
ports that the computer market is expanding 
about 20 percent a year. 
You don't need a technical degree 
If you can think logically and like to solve 
problems, you could become an IBM pro- 
grammer no matter what your major. We'll 
start you off with up to twenty-six weeks of 
classroom and practical training. 
Check with your placement office 
If you're interested in programming at IBM, 
ask your placement office for more information. 
Or send a resume or letter to Irv Pfeiffer, 
IBM Corp., Dept. C, 100 So. Wacker Dr., 
Chicago, III. 60606. We'd like to hear from 
you even if you're headed for graduate 
school or military service. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
IBM 
Programming at IBM 
"It's a chance 
to use everything 
you've got! 
"*%, 
—  from the Associated Press 
More about 
AWS 
Military cuts combat training 
WASHINGTON - With the Vietnam buildup nearly complete the 
Army has approved plans to cut Its basic combat training output 
by the equivalent of one brigade every eight weeks. 
USSR works for manned flight 
MOSCOW - The Soviet moonshot Zend 6 has returned to earth with 
a tricky double-dip entry Into te atmosphere that could show the way 
for a manned return from the moon. 
The recent Soviet space activity Is believed aimed at a manned 
noon flight which some observers In the West have said could come 
B s early as next month. 
Death penalty upheld 
oAN FRISCO - The California Supreme Court upheld the consti- 
tutionality of the death penalty yesterday In a 4-3 decision. 
The court also decreed that California juries constitutionally can 
decide whether the murder punlshemnt shall be death or life Imprison- 
ment. 
Klghty   - four men and one woman are under sentence of death. 
Campus recruiters target 
of Oberlin student fosters 
By WALTER STARR 
Staff Writer 
OBERLIN, O., -Over 1,000 Ob- 
erlin College Students plan to encir- 
cle the administration building here 
during a meeting of the faculty 
members today at 4:30 In support 
of students staging a hunger strike 
protesting military recruiters on 
campus. 
"The goal of the hunger strike 
la to push people's consciences, 
but even more, to give people 
a way to relate to the war which 
swms to have no end and to the 
tillage's complicity In It," said 
senior John Field. 
The strike began last Thursday 
ni il with 28 students originally 
fasting. The strikers began togrow 
In support, with the exception of two 
students who dropped out due to 
nauseous feeling. The students are 
living on water and vitamin pills. 
The strike was prompted after 
the faculty voted last Monday 90- 
80 In favor of opening the college 
Open forum 
Student Council will sponsor an 
open forum at 4 p.m. today in the 
Forum of the Student Services Bldg. 
Featured are prose and poetry 
readings by Phillip O'Connor, Ray 
DePalma, and Pete Genovesse. 
to military recruiters. 
Bill lledfes, senior and head of 
the resistance, said, "We can ap- 
proach the Idea of the strike from 
one of several directions; it can 
be a protest that can Just be a 
protest or it can be a protest with 
a goal. 
Focusing on the effect of the 
strike, a spokesman for the stu- 
dents stated that the faculty are 
so recalcitrant on the issue of 
recruitment that they are not In- 
terested In changes. 
As it stands at this moment, 
41 students are participating In 
the strike. However, a spokesman 
for the group said that they have 
the support of over $1,000 stu- 
dents on the campus. 
Chess tournament 
Winers announced 
The  results of Saturday's UAO 
Chess Tournament are Individual 
winner,   Bruce   Downing,   second 
place Joe CurUs, and third place 
Dan Haley. 
A   commuter   team   of Curtis, 
Dave Waggoner and Joe Ernsthaus- 
en won the team   trophy. Second 
was   Kohl   Hall   with   Downing , 
Mike Lenoff and G.W. MacDonald. 
(Continued from page 1) 
various other grievances will be 
Wednesday's topic of discussion. 
The hearings are being held In 
room 112 Life Science at 7 p.m. 
each night. 
Various resident assistants and 
hall directors have been Invited 
to appear, as well as students with 
complaints against the present AWS 
system. 
Members of the Investigating 
Student Council committee holding 
the hearings are: Mary Blitz, rep- 
resentative from Ashley Hall and 
the chairman of the committee; 
Bea Smith; Diane Foltz, represen- 
tative from McDonald East; Eric 
Furry, representative from Dar- 
row Hall; and Al Baldwin, com- 
muter representative. 
The AWS representative failed 
to appear at the first investigat- 
ing committee meeting, held Sat- 
urday. 
Pressure" expressed 
"An  Increasing number of wo- 
men students hve been coming to 
Counseling Center and expressing 
strong pressure and resentments 
they   feel   toward  the  sturctures 
under which they live In their res- 
idence halls, "  according  to Dr. 
Mel Foulds of the Counseling Cen- 
ter. 
Some freshmen women from 
West have reported to the BG 
News what they feel are Incidents 
of harassment being levied by cer- 
tain RA's. The women concerned 
feel they are being unduly 
"watched" and "singled out" for 
signing petitions calling for the 
abolition of AWS, and for demand- 
ing an appeal instead of an auto- 
matic campus. 
Dr. Mel Foulds has called this 
type of pressure "an Interference 
with the learning process." 
"Right  now the problem looks 
serious enough that a more dir- 
ect effort In solving It should be 
discussed." 
Yesterday afternoon he offered 
the services of the Counseling 
Center "In any way that could 
be helpful In mediating, or In 
helping different groups to get to- 
gether. The center Is open and 
I will meet with the head resi- 
dents, RA's, or women students 
anytime," he said. 
Postponement 
Black culture week has been 
postponed from this week to the 
first week of second quarter, ac- 
cording to Linda Pleblow. Timing 
was reason for delay. 
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BG 'Up With People' joins 
host of others across nation 
A guitar, a piano and about 
30 spirited voices. 
This forms the nucleum of Bowl- 
ing Green's newest musical group, 
"Up With People." It joins a host 
of other choruses throughout the 
country with the same name run 
on a local level. 
"This Is only the third or fourth 
group on a college campus, 
though," said Ron Kllchenman, one 
of the campus originators. 
In time, Kllchenman hopes for 
"a crew of 100 to 150 members 
who would make campus appear- 
ances and tour the area." 
Three casts have been formed 
on a national level, two of them 
touring the United States and the 
other overseas. 
"For most of the vocalists, the 
Idea of 'Up With People' is new. 
Eight have been In local groups 
before and hope that a little of 
their enthusiasm will rub off on 
the others," Kilchenamn said. 
"Though the group appears to be 
Just another opportunity to sing 
It is really a chorus which feels 
that by Its singing, It can better 
the world," he said. 
The singers are currently hold- 
ing practice sessions Monday and 
Thursday at the Newman Center. 
DELTA GAMMA PLEDGES 
CONGRATULATE THE FOLLOWING 
SISTERS ON MAKING 
ROYAL GREEN: 
DEBBIE STANLEY 
SUE AUSTERMILLER 
CINDY NORBUT 
DIANE BUSSMAN 
CATHY ROEMER 
DEBBIE NISSIUS 
RONA COHEN 
DEBBIE RETTERER 
CAROLYN CRILL 
WE'RE PROUD!! 
Attention Home Ec. Majors 
The 
BUTTON HOLE TRIM 
Shop 
A LARGE SELECTION OF TRIM & LACES 
RIBBONS BY THE YARD 
166 South Main Street Phone 352-5600 
TONIGHT 
AND EVERY TUESDAY, 
WITH EACH LARGE 
PIZZA ORDER 
EKUAlS 
GIVES YOU TWO 16 oz PEPSI'S FREE 
For Free Delivery 
call 
353-1444 or 352-5177 
1004 S. Main 
putting festive finishing touches to a totally devastating  I pi  /, 
costume.  The buttoned-up mary-jane in matte-tone Silver & *Vr 
by Connie 13.00 ... The pump that takes to tints in White ^^} 
oce flecked with Silver.  Night People ... on the glow!     mlf 
--_ 13.00 
it-      • ► ■ • 
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A year in  Spain recounted 
Luggage-laden travellers, flashing signs, a voice announcing flight 
departures. The hubbub at JFK Airport was Just as I had Imagined. 
Twenty-six BG and OU students added to the commotion. 
Torm between meeting the uncertainties of living In a foreign country 
and leaving th e known securities of home, we experienced last minute 
Jitters and questioned our decision to study abroad. But the plane was 
leaving   shortly,   and   there was no turning back.  Ticket, passport, 
and dictionary In hand, we boarded the plane. 
It was  7:30  a.m.  when the plane landed In Madrid's Barajas Air- 
port and moments later I was completely convinced that I had signed 
up for a year of confusion. The people were strangers, the signs mean- 
ingless, and the language unintelligible. 
Not understanding what one man said, I handed him my passport, 
merely because he looked official, and used hand signals to In dlcate 
that the blue  luggage was mine.  We were glad to see Dr. and Mrs. 
Flys who welcomed us wit h a warm Spanish greeting. It was obvious 
that English was now a forbidden tongue. Paying extra close attention 
we could understand Spanish fairly well; It was the speaking ability 
that we lacked. 
Head count taken, we boarded the bus In almost complete silence. 
The bus sped down a modern superhighway, became entangled In a 
traffic jam In Madrid's business district, and finally came to a stop 
In front   of a white, three story building In a quiet residential section. 
We were met by five girls dressed In simple black and white uni- 
forms.  They were the maids  and Insisted on taking our luggage for 
us. After being Introduced to the housemother and a few of our new 
roommates,   most of us unpacked  and went  to bed. After all, It was 
still 4:30 a.m. our time. 
Story by 
Marietta 
Marano 
llsli was part of the dally 
of the fish, but refused to 
EN ESPANOL 
cuts   world  ev 
Thanksgiving d 
- Rosi, Amparo Mi Pllar flu- 
ents during a Spanish style 
innsr. 
Marl woke us up a two to announce that lunch was being served. 
Recalling the word for dinner I let her know that I would wait until 
then to eat. I decided to eat lunch when she mentioned that dinner was 
not served until ten. 
This difference In dinner hours was our first clue that the routine 
at  the  resident would be quite different than that at BG.   About two 
months later and twenty pounds heavier, our six o'clock hunger pangs 
subsided and our five meals a day were gradually reduced to a nor- 
mal  three.   Breakfast,  consisting of hard  rolls and coffee, was un- 
varied.  But Natl,  our cook,   never failed tosurprlse us with an un- 
predictable lunch and pot luck dinners. 
Olive oil replaced Crlsco and soup or 
diet. I loved the omelets, accepted most 
try "calamares" (squid)  In Its own ink. 
Class time 
Class schedule was less suspenseful than meal times. Held In the 
residence, classes began at nine and were usually over by one. An art 
class, however, was held In the Prado Museum. The professors, 
University of Madrid faculty, often forgot that they were not address- 
ing their regular classes and spoke at the speed of light. Note taking 
was quite hectic at first. 
I can still picture our geography teacher pacing the floor and smoking 
a pack of black tobacco per class. It was the first time he had taught 
foreign  students and the experience must have been a traumatic one. 
But when finals came we were the ones pacing the floor. Just how 
do you explain mountain formations with a vocabulary based on the 
works of Cervantes? Art history was such an intense course that 
most of us can recite not only the dates and artists of eight centuries 
of painting, but also their location in the Prado, 
As in most of Europe expected class dress required shirt and ties 
for  the guys and excluded slacks for the girls. We noticed this for- 
mality of dress  In our  Spanish  roommates who never left the dorm 
In less than  a  stylish  suit  and heels. It was not long before they let 
us know that shorts and rollers were taboo on the streets. 
Discuss, debate, disagree 
They were Interested In helping us understand their people as well 
as   learn their  language.  We found ourselves discussing,   debating, 
and often disagreeing on everything from dress to politics. 
Our roommates Introduced us to their friends from all parts of 
Spain . We were Interested In learning about their regional customs 
and history, but Invariable the conversation turned to a discussion 
of the US — our life here, our educational system, our problems. 
The war, Johnson, and the race riots were the three most popular 
topics from their point of view. Through discussion with these stu- 
dents we learned more about Spain and her people than a textbook 
could ever hope to offer. 
In a desperate attempt to communicate, we found our speech slowly 
improving.   Spanish  is  a precise language and  some words are not 
interchangeable as  Bonnie was the first to learn. She wanted to tell 
her   amlgo   that  he was very patient with  her Spanish, but a slip of 
the   syllable   resulted   In "You are  very passionate with me." We 
all  had our  moments,   some   more precious than others -- most un- 
Dave Grenamyer plays Pancho printable. 
the Bull Slayer during his stay Beautiful Madrid 
in Spain. He tares prettv well But What   a lovller Place   t0 live  and learn than Madrid? Madrid 
• reflects her history In every part of the city — from the Puerta del 
Sol, which was for centures the focal point of Madrid's commercial 
and social life, to the baroque churches and century - old fountains. 
It is also a changing city; a city where a treasured monument is 
often contrasted by a neighboring high-rise building. Even I cringed 
when I saw their beautiful seventeenth century main square being torn 
apart to provide underground parking. Madrid, too, is suffering from 
growing pains, rush hour traffic Jams, am. carbon monoxide poisoning. 
But the uniqueness of Madrid is that this growth does not interfere 
with the charms of Its lingering traditions. In the heart of Old Mad- 
rid hidden away from the main lines of traffic, we found the mesones—' 
rustic old caves, lively with color, tantalizing with the smells of ham 
and   fresh   bread,   seafoods,   and Sangria (Wine),  and vibrating with 
above, before going down for 
the count in the lower photo. 
music. 
iViva Americans! 
O/e.' 
THE UP AND DOWN OF IT 
We had heard about these student bars, and it did not take us long 
to find one; the guitars, singing and handclapplng could be heard 
blocks away. The first time we went to a meson we Just watched 
and listened until we learned a few songs and started to sing along. 
As soon as they realized that we were Americans, they broke off Into 
a chorus of "When the Saints Come Marching In"  In English, yet. 
Madrid is lively until all hours of the night Sidewalk cafes line 
the streets and an evening walk is a daily habit. Plays, movies, and 
night clubs are numerous and inexpensive. At one of the more popular 
clubs we could enjoy a flamenco, which, although It is becoming 
more of a tourist attraction, still depicted for us the spirit of southern 
Spain. 
Holidays are numerous and many are religious, yet festive, occassions. 
Among the most colorful and elaborate were the fairs in Seville 
and Valencia. They were so Impressive, that we joined in the week 
long celebration of songs, dances, parades, and fireworks. 
Holidays 
Being Americans we could not let our own holidays go by unnoticed. 
Halloween was our first chance to reverse the scene and show them a 
little American "culture". A small costume party Introduced them to 
tlds tradition. Costumes ranged from original to ridiculous, with 
David's receiving the most attention. (He had ridden across town on a 
main bus line dressed as an Arab.) Our friends were slightly amazed 
but Joined in the fun for a great fiesta. 
Hoping that they would not get the Impression that Americans thrive 
on corny tradition, we changed the picture at Thanksgiving. With a 
little help from the American Air Base, we managed to find all the 
Ingredients needed for a big turkey dinner. The girls Invaded the 
kitchen and prepared a superb Thanksgiving meal. " was the first 
time that many of our Spanish friends had tasted crannberry, Amer- 
ican style stuffing, and apple or pumpkin pie. They even voted to con- 
tinue the custom. 
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Christmas turned out to be the most original of our celebrations, 
combining Danish and American traditions. We introduced them to the 
Christmas tree and improvised decoration with anything from alum- 
inum foil to popcorn strings. Gifts were exchanged on Christmas 
Eve and January 6, their day for gift exchange. Even Santa Claus made 
a special visit for the Fly's five and six year olds. Of course the 
Three Wise Men also left gifts at their doorsteps. 
The seasonal meal was a variety of sea food cooked In wine and 
followed by apple tart dessert and nougat candles. Evenings were spent 
around  the fireplace singing carols which we found to be the same 
in melody and meaning. The drastic difference in Spanish Christmas 
was that there was not a flake of snow In sight. 
Good luck gropes 
Between the two Christmas we managed a New Year's celebration. 
Did you ever gobble down twelve grapes In twelve seconds before 
midnight to Insure luck for the coming year? We did as Madrid's 
own Big Ben chimed loudly in the Puerta del Sol. Six hours later 
(remember the time difference) we toasted to the beginning of the 
American New Year. 
Yet the most historic of Spanish customs Is the bullfight. We had 
all seen a few by third quarter, but who wanted to leave the country 
without giving the old sport a hand. An excursion to a bullfighter's 
ranch was organized. Here little Fernandos grazed contentedly In the 
pastures getting bigger and fatter every day. The bus let us off at 
the wrong road so we hiked up the hill keeping our distance from the 
little "babies". The seating capacity of a miniature bullring was not 
large enough to hold the crowd so most of us braved our way Into the 
ring and stood behind the guard rails. Here we watched as amateur 
fighters practiced, but anyone with an ounce of courage was Invited 
to try. 
Dave was the first to venture out, followed by Jim and Bob. Then 
I heard Carol mutter "When In Spain...." and before I knew It she had 
grabbed a cape, braved the "thrills" of bullfighting for a few minutes, 
and then had let someone else take over. Peggy courageously stepped 
out,   gave It a second thought,   and ran back. Fernando's nose was 
only  a foot above her head. It was an afternoon of fun. No casualties, 
just bumps and bruises, and a few ripped seams. 
Romantic Spain 
Early spring Introduced us to one of Spain's most romantic customs. 
At 3 a.m. we were awakened by voices and strums of guitars and 
mandolins. It was a serenade by a university group dressed as medie- 
val troubadors. The girls just loved it but we were not quite sure about 
the neighbors. The next day, our neighbor, the ambassador from Hol- 
land, sent a complaint that he could not sleep all night but that the 
music was beautiful. 
The traditions in Madrid were unavoidable; Spanish heritage is an 
intricate part of their  life.   But there  is more to Spain than the en- 
chantment of Madrid.   From  the poor fishing villages in the north to 
the  rich  resort areas of Malaga; from the deserted drawings in the 
caves of Altamira to  the paintings of Picasso  and Gaudi — every- 
where we  travelled we felt Spain's history surrounding us. We saw 
beauty In her art, and sensed a love of Uvlng In her people. 
To study In Spain Is more than a wonderful way to learn her language. 
To be there Is to sense the mystery of her culture and feel the warmth 
of her people. 
!WW*fw? 
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IMPRESSIVE- - One of the 
many architectural wonders 
seen by BG's students inclu- 
ded "Vera Cruz," an Nth 
century   church   in   Seqoia. 
^WRfdoes 
a perfect size7 
lookperfect 
onbr21day§ 
everfmonth? 
It has nothing to do with 
calories. It's a special 
female weight gain... 
caused by temporary 
water-   eight build-up. 
Oh, you know... that 
uncomfortable full 
feeling that sneaks up 
on you the week before 
your menstrual period. 
This fluid retention not 
only plays havoc with 
your looks but how 
you feel as well. 
(It puts pressure on 
delicate nerves and 
tissues, which can lead 
to pre-menstrual 
cramps and headaches, 
leaves emotions on edge.) 
That's why so 
many women take PAMPRIN* 
It gently relieves water-weight gain 
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness, 
tension, and pressure-caused cramps. 
PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect 
size 7 never looks less than perfect. 
Nor feels less than perfect, either. 
Playtexinvente the first-day tampon 
(We took the inside out 
to show you how different it is.) 
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy). 
Inside: it's so extra absorbent... it even protects on 
your first day. Your worst day! 
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind... 
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent. 
Actually 45% more absorbent on the average 
than the leading regular tampon. 
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you. 
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every 
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap 
is almost zero! __ ,.       , 
Try it fast. nloMrW1 
Why live in the past?   mM   yldylCX 
<£&£> tampons 
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classifieds 
DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday for 
Tuesday, 5 p.m. Monday for 
Wednesday, 5 p.m. Tuesday 
for Thursday, 5 p.m. Wednes- 
day for Friday. 
FOR SALE 
Almost new Guitar, suitable for 
Christmas present, on sale. Call 
345-1752 around dinner time. 
19C4 PonUac Catallna, 4-D, PS 
& PB Auto., good cond., $1150, 
354-8175 after 7 p.m. 
FOR INFORMATION, CALL 352- 
5088, BATES AND SPRINGER, 
INC., MANAGERS. 
Wanted  Apt.  To  share  2nd Qrt. 
only.    Call Joan ext. 2707 Room 
1955  XK120   Roadster,  very good      3°6. 
cond.   353-4052 or 669-3371. Seen      
at 625 S. Summit D°ST AND FOUND 
FOR RENT LOST:    One pair of Men's glas- 
._ „„ .__. .  ses,   dark   rim.      Contact   John 
STADIUM  VIEW APTS., CLOUGH 345 Kohl. 
STREET EXTENSION, OPPOSITE  
BG STADIUM, BG's FINEST NEW WANTED 
ADULT/FAMILY APT. COMMUN-  
ITY.     Exceptionally  large 1-2-3 JOB NEEDED!     Mary 314  H-D. 
bedroom   suites,   1   1/2-2  baths, —.  .... 
fully carpeted,  alr-cond., swim- WANTED:    Houseboy for Sorority 
mlng pool   and cable TV.    Rent- House-Call ext. 2477. 
als   from   $140  Include  all utll-  
ltles except electricity.   OPEN 7 Set of Drums NEEDED for Nov. 
DAYS A WEEK 10 a.m. 10 8 p.m. 22   weekend.      Will   pay.     Call 
Bob 352-5029. Besl  Dressed Girl!    Your lovln' 
 Alpha Chi Pledges. 
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL  
 Unofficial Congrats-Gunja and 
Royal  Green,  Congratulations on Phunqul-Johathan and Beallah. 
taking an excellent group of Girls. "~- " ■— 
Pershlng Rifles. Delta Upsllon:    Thanx for letting 
 us help you last Sat.   We really 
Thanks Frank for Thursday Night, appreciate   It   and   Just   loved 
Slg Ep Pledges. "The 15."     The  Delta Gammas 
READ STUDENT COUNCIL NOTES Pledges of AKA say:   Hearty Con- 
IN THE B.C. NEWS EVERY TUES. grats to Cindy and Gary on their 
— engagement. 
Gall and Sue:    Thanks for a Hap-  
py 21st.   Donna. Little   Lyres   say:     Thanks HM 
 and Gang. 
Congratulations   Jean   &   Marty-  
Alpha   Phi's "Who's    Whoers"! Reenle-Welcome to your new Alpha 
The Pledges. Phi famlly-Gwen and Kathy. 
We're   so proud of you,   Cherle Sally  -my Alpha Phi little - It's 
and Vickie, runners-up for BG's (Continued on page 9) 
r 
We happen to be involved in one of 
the fastest growing fields in the world. 
Communications. 
And because we also happen to lie 
growing right along with it, we need people 
who can think for themselves when they 
are handed responsibility, not become con- 
fused by it. 
Individuals. The kind of people to 
whom achallcnge is a goad, not an excuse. 
Who won't be content to just sit around 
until they get a gold watch and a pension. 
There's a lot to be done. Interesting, 
provocative work for almost every kind of 
engineer and scientist. 
For example, in our Applied Research 
Laboratory, the newest sectors of theo- 
retical and applied research in the areas of 
mathematics, physics, computer systems, 
electro-optics,  information  systems,  and 
operations studies are explored. 
Whether you lean toward designing 
electronic switching systems for our tele- 
phone companies or the development of 
electroluminescent devices for Sylvania, 
we think we have a place for you. 
On one condition. 
That there are no strings attached. 
General Telephone & Electronics 
(Continued from page 8) 
narvelous having you In our Ivy 
amlly.   Big love-Melody. 
Anti-American 
opinions aired 
3o   you   believe   In   chocolate 
clsslng? 
lnda: Glad you quit stringing 
ne along-and you were worth ltl 
Tanet. 
Phi Mu Pledges In A and B-Come 
alk to me anytime. You guys 
ire great. The sloppy half of 
09. 
Jomer, You're ihe greatest little 
iver.   Phi love, Jo. 
ongratulatlons Chuck and Glnny 
n your recent pinning. Slg Ep 
'ledges. 
'SAE's are the greatest our Bigs |ire better yet and poof you're 
i   real   gas!"  Phi Alpha  Rlcce. 
Pledges of Alpha Sigma Phi: 
Thanks for the serenade, It makes 
n«? glad my plnmate Is an Alpha 
Sigma.   Dlanne. 
Oarol   may   have   a   pin on her 
"hest, But Annie's still a wlmmer 
to   me.      Hot   Damn!      Ann's a 
OMAN I can scope with.  Pledge 
ilgma Alpha Epsllon's Pledge 
'Little Harry" says, "Jarvlnikl 
s my Big-He Is great!" 
'e're proud of our new Greenle 
Vina Glamarco-Congratulailons 
From your Alpha Delt Sister. 
SAE  Kottonhead Is  my big,   and 
ie's darn greatl    Little-ranger. 
■Skate much  Harry? 
Rose-Bud. 
your little, 
Kiys say congratulations to Gall 
Syluester.    Our own Who's Whol 
K rendell Congrats! You've al- vays been Who's Who with us— 
he KD's. 
J3onnle: Thank you for a wonder- 
jlul weekend.  George. 
Ibrazy Sue: I'm so happy-I have 
I he MOST BESTEST Big and house 
lit   BGI!      Phi   love,   1.11'   Kath. 
Ilarry Bannerman-A Bet's a Betl 
Where's my Scotch?  Pebble. 
[brothers:    Did you like the Kid- 
lap. D-1-dY-all 
'm Studying!   Leslie; Denny. 
Big Shefs 70?     Tonight Only 
I   p.m.-7 p.m.  at Burger Chef. 
If hi Mu Pledges - Thanks for a 
II1 e ep y good time-The SAE Pled- 
nes. 
lorn and Dad-Congrats on your 
avallerlng J.P. and C.T. 
ver 10,000  children starve to 
Bieath every day.    Help build the 
rorld,   not destroy It.    Join the 
eace Corps. 
Llpha Gam "LITTLE" Connie: 
Congratulations Royal "Green- 
e"I "Big" Love, Rosle. 
lappy First Anniversary, Fall '67 
^hl Mu "Pledges" - The Biggest 
Tnd best-It's been a great year! 
\lpha Phi Sisters are lovln' their 
Jwo new houseboys, Fred Bell and 
||)ave Johnson. 
J'lnd out what S.C. does. Read 
Iftudent Council notes every Tues- 
day In the B.G. NEWS. 
John and Sherrie: Congratulations 
In your lavaliering. Good Luck. 
Tivlan and Mike. 
(>n the first anniversary of our 
Ictlvatlon, the 1967 Phi Mu Pled- 
ges say-Our first year was terrif- 
ic; our second will be even better! 
3arny-No one Big. Thanks for 
jverythlng. Your Little. 
!AE Pledges Congratulations Bro- 
lier Duane Ankney on his pinning 
io Cherie. 
and  so are you."    The Cluster. „.  .,      .       ,     . ,_ , .,■„ 
"Antl - Americanism    In Latin 
""-W""rr""*"!!r!L-   _"  America: Why?" This was the sub- 
K?   rtl i«*   of   discussion for  the first Who-Your  fiance.   Sherry. meeting of the Tertulia Americana 
Mary Jo-You're'the best "little a series held Sunday night in the Al- 
2L°2. 1ST "ft uS-cSr" ""-« conceived cago was fun!     DZ love,  Cher. by Dr> Rene ^ § member ^ tte 
you'reMSBT-fc                  * eCtor °f the  *-*— Center 
-!--.!.„!... aad who nad sPent slx y8*™ ta Bra- 
v^I»!Z""nZr"2r~u«Vnv~»T.T"I"ir" zll   and   Marcelo   Marlaca   a 23 
£%JS ELl ^L   y             y ye^ old studentfrom Bolivia, drew bfe Chi O love, Nane. J   crowd   rf   ^^ 100 ^^ 
SAE   'pTeoges   COBfraUlata   Mm . f°m,e °* the more prevalent top- 
Pomeroy. Tom Prout, Gary Rees "   "if"""?   durlng   ** ,round 
on making WHO'S WHO. taUe <Us«»sslon were: The Image 
——. _- . -. .-_...-._ created by American tourists and 
TEAK Pledges learn from the members of the Armed Forces; the 
SILENT one he knows the way to presence of U.S. economic inter- 
make TEAK Touga. A Greatful ests; Interventionist activities; the 
KD. influence of the mass media, es- 
——————  peclally that of the movie Industry 
Lyn, Lib, Sue, Barb - Thanks for and the influence and effect of col- 
helping me understand myself, I leges   and universities in Latin 
know Pll need all the Help I can and South America. 
get-Sal. I^e latter of these topics seemed 
 ———————— to cause most concern among the 
To Herb of Phi Kappa Psl, Con- panel members who consisted of 
grats   on   your pinning to Joan. five faculty members and five stu- 
Your Little, Bird. dents all of whom have spent some 
... .——-—  reasonable amount of time in Latin 
Hooter's Who's Whos are Gay 11, American  countries.   The opinion 
Elaine, Newo, Bea, and Sara. Con- favored was that much of the antl- 
gratulatlons.  Little Owls. American feeling In these countries 
—- - - — was caused by Infiltration of col- 
Chl O  Pledges want to congrat- leges and universities by teachers 
ulate new members of Royal Green who had anti-American sentiment 
Kathy,   Bobbie,   Cathy,   and Sue. and pushed  this sentiment on to 
their students. 
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Theta Chi's honor 
Dr. Martha Weber 
Dr. Martha Weber, professor of 
education and director of the Read- 
ing Center at Bowling Green State 
University, has been named by 
Theta Chi Fraternity as its choice 
for the Outstanding Faculty Mem- 
ber Award for the month of Oct- 
ober. 
Dr. Weber, who received her 
bachelor of arts degree from Ohio 
Northern University, her master of 
arts degree from Ohio State and 
her Ph. D. from Duke, is a mem- 
ber of Chi Omega sorority and is 
presently serving as the advisor 
to the Chi Omega chapter at Bowl- 
ing Green. 
She is also advisor to Cap and 
Gown,   senior women's honorary, 
and Is recognized for having re- 
ceived the first Distinguished Fac- 
ulty Award at Bowling Green. 
The Outstanding Faculty Member 
of the  month award  Is given by 
the men of Theta Chi fraternity 
to a person on the University 
teaching staff whom they feel has 
strongly contributed In and out 
of the classroom to the reputation 
and academic climate. 
Wanted: 
Information leading 
to the recovery of 
two pictures stolen 
from the second 
floor of the 
CLA-ZEL 
on Nov. 6 
Congrats to 
Cherie Graessle -3rd Runner 
and 
Vickie Wharton 4th Runner - 
- up 
up 
ALPHA CUTS 
BEST DRESSED GIRLS 
iftAPf 
MWILi 
Dragged down by exam cram? 
Bugged by a roommate? Fed up 
with dorm meals? 
Escape from the ordinary. 
Escape in an Olds Cutlass S. 
With a Rocket 350 V-8 
your escape will be quick and 
easy. And economical. 
Or order it up with a console- 
mounted Hurst Shifter, and really 
get in sync with what's happening. 
Or better yet, go directly to the 
head of the class with W-31 
Force-Air Induction and 
put everybody down. 
Custom Sport Wheels, GT stripes 
buckets—you can get as far from 
the ordinary as you care to go. 
The main thing is to escape, 
baby. And there's only one way 
to go. 
Cutlass S. The Escapemobile. 
Congrats Steve, "Homer was great 
Olds ads for college students are created by college students. 
vita 01 tlctulftCI 
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Falcon hockey club gains pair of strong wins 
Bowling Green becomes first 
to score against St. Clair 
By DAVID EGBERT 
Assistant .Sports Editor 
The Saints came marching Into 
Bowling Green over the weekend 
but before they left they were 
turned Into a bewildered and 
badly bruised bunch of leers as 
Bowling Green bumped them In a 
two game series,   5-3,  and 4-0. 
Friday night, the Falcons broke 
a 3-3 tie against Saint Clair, the 
Ontario Canada champions, with 
two goals In the third period. 
Saturday's contest proved easier 
as BG seemed to be In the groove 
from the beginning, shutting out 
the Saints, 4-0. 
"We played a lot better in Sat- 
urday's match," said Falcon 
hockey coach Jack Vivian. "The 
team has been getting stronger with 
each period and It's starting to 
look like a sharp hockey team," 
added Vivian. 
St. Clair goalie Ed Kenny came 
Into the Falcon clashes unscored 
upon In two previous outings. The 
Saints had shutout teams from 
Detroit,   7-0,   and Ontario,   3-0. 
But the Falcons spoiled Kenny's 
mark at 16:16 of the first period 
Friday night and before the week- 
end was over, BG racked up eight 
additional goals. 
Sophomore Bruce Blyth, who 
had two assists In Bowling Green's 
opening game loss to Windsor, 
really came Into his own against 
the Saints, scoring three goals for 
a hat trick Friday and adding a 
singleton Saturday. 
Paul Galaska was superb In goal, 
looking like a contortionist as he 
was sprawled all over the Ice In 
blocking a number of shots that 
were headed for all corners of the 
goal mouth. 
"Galaska and the rest of the team 
had a heck of a weekend. Blyth, 
Bruce Edgar, and Eric Preston 
among others, did a great Job 
against a good hockey team," said 
coach Vivian. 
"We skatedwell cut down on mis- 
takes from the Windsor match, and 
had pretty good spirit, "commented 
Vivian. 
Fair-Way 
HOBBY HOUSE 
BRIM Rd. 
N. of Fair Grounds 
R:C. 
PLANES 
BOATS 
CARS 
HON., 
PAINTING 
KITS 
BALSA WOOD 
TRAINS 
WED., FRI 
9to9 
SAT. I SUN 2 to 9 
In the opening game of the series, 
the Saints took an early lead as 
Doug Queen took a pass from Jim 
McCoubrey as he was coming down 
the right side on a three on two 
itreak. Queen flicked the puck past 
BG'sDaslaska at 4:59 of the first 
period giving St. Clair a 1-0 bulge. 
The Falcons knotted the score 
when Blyth, Just coming on the Ice 
started a break with Rob Dermody 
against two Saint defenders. Der- 
mody slapped a pass behind one of 
the Saints and Blyth cut by, taking 
the pass In stride and depositing 
it to the rear of Kenny In the net. 
Paul Turpln also assisted on the 
play. 
BG Jumped In front 2-1 when 
Darcy Slater punched one In off 
a face off from center Mike Root. 
The Falcon lead was widened 
further near the end of the period 
on an unassisted score by senior 
Ken Stamm. 
St Clalr's Doug Queen 
registered his second goal of the 
period with only 31 seconds re- 
maining, sending the Saints to the 
dressing room with a one goal de- 
ficit. 
St. Clair Ued It up at 1:04 of the 
final stanza before BG went ahead 
to stay on Blythe's second score. 
Blyth got his hat trick and an 
Insurance goal late In the game 
when Ms shot went through the 
goalie's leg from the right point. 
BG outshot the visiting Saints 
83-65 with a high of 32 In the 
final period. Galaska had 42 saves 
to 31 for St. Clalr's Kenny. 
BG water polo 
team clubs OSU 
The Bowling Green water polo 
club ended Its first fall season Fri- 
day night with a 6-3 win over 
Ohio State. The game was the 
first held here at the Natatorlum. 
It was a tough hard fought battle 
which was enthusiastically re- 
ceived by some 200 fans. This gave 
the Falcons a record of three 
wins and no defeats. Some ten- 
tative plans are being made to 
have a spring season. 
Bowling Green broke on top with 
a goal by Wayne Rose and led four 
to one at the half. The second half 
was a defensive battle with both 
teams passing two goals. Scorers 
for the Falcons were Rose with 
3, Tom Williams, Mike Schoenhals 
and Dick Hubbard with one each. 
Outstanding defensive efforts were 
turned In by Tom Carton, Bill 
Zeeb, Frank Mutz, andTimYoung- 
bluth. - Tom Pannex did an excel- 
lent Job as goalie. 
A reserve game WAS also played 
with Bowling Green coming out on 
top by a n 8 to 6 score. Goals 
were scored by Tom Nlenhus -4, 
Brace Dyak - 3, and Phil Watson 
- 1. 
LANA- 
Congrats champ. 
Thanks for JJ Beautiful Months. 
Come on June 20. 
LOVE YA 
ALAN 
SAE PLEDGES 
Say 
Way fo go 
VOLLEYBALLERS 
We've Got Another N0.1 Spot 
CHECK THIS-An unidentified BG hockey player checks hit St. 
Claire opponent in the weekend competition that saw BG snare 
two wins.   (Photo by Jon Green.) 
ifllOn second thought 
Vindication, partly? 
Bv GARY DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
They second guessed after the 
Ohio University game, passing 
instead of kicking for a conversion 
and the game happened to end 28- 
27. 
And Saturday It Just happened to 
end by one point again, 7-6 and 
they begin to second guess again, 
Don Nehlen. This mass of second 
guessers will always be there, 
you know It and you live with it. 
But then you had to make the 
decision. 
Starting kicker Al SUva was left 
behind last Saturday when the 
Falcons traveled to Northern 
Illinois. In his place went third 
string center Carl Angelo, who as 
It turns out did not play In the 
game. Doing the kicking was 
Ernie Pollock. 
"I'm not a mind reader, how 
could I know Angelo wouldn't get 
to play," he added. 
His only conversion try went 
awry and his field goal attempt 
from 31 yards out fell short The 
big question then Is why was the 
regular left behind and a third 
string center added. 
"Dave kicked the ball well on 
the conversion, It Just missed a 
hair to the side, I thought It was 
good," said Nehlen. Pollock also 
had a bobbled snap In setting up 
for the attempt. 
It seems that a traveling roster 
carries 40 men, and It Is Nehlen's 
established policy that a backup 
man be carried for every position. 
Bowling Green like almost all 
squads operates the platoon system 
with a separate unit for defense 
and offense. This would mean 44 
players needed, so the roster 
carries all possible backups and a 
couple of versatile players. 
Saturday the Falcons were car- 
rylng starting center Larry 
Watson.    Backup Brltt Raburn Is 
Injured and can't play.    "Watson 
Is operating at only 90 per cant 
health, and man you need a back- 
up," said Nehlen. Angelo was the 
choice. 
Ernie Pollock was grilled In the 
kicking duties all week to handle 
the chores on Saturday In place 
of silva. He also doubles as swing 
tackle, so he served a dual role. 
"Ernie did well during the week, 
and he's a good kicker," said 
Nehlen. 
The first year tutor made It very 
clear that the soccer style SUva 
wasn't left home because of per- 
sonal reasons. "That's ridicu- 
lous," he said, "We had to leave 
him behfaMl because of the Injury 
situation, and we felt we had a 
decent replacement." 
The coach was quick to squelch 
any thoughts that unhapplness with 
Sllva's missed attempts against OU 
was the reason. 
"No one could have forecasted 
three Inches of mud," Nehlen said. 
He was not allblng for the squad 
and said that the weather and field 
was a great equalizer In the 
contest. He added though, "We 
Just didn't play a good game, we 
were poor." 
"I was very dlssappolnted. only 
vern and the secondary did well 
under the circumstances." Our 
backs couldn't run, our line didn't 
block and our defense couldn't 
hold." 
"I thought we entered the game 
with a good attitude, but I guess we 
were down." After the Huskies 
scored on the opening klckoff the 
Falcons were left with catch up 
football. A rough chore In the mud. 
"They were really up. they 
played their best game of the 
season," said Nehlen, again adding 
that he was making an. alibis, 
so , if the score had been 14-7 
BG, no one would've questioned 
the move. If the score were In 
favor of Northern by any margin 
other than 7-6, it likewise 
wouldn't have been noticed. 
But it did end up a one pointer, 
the move gleamed in hand reality. 
Who could have forecasted It would 
be so close. 
leers blank 
visitors 4-0 
With Galaska in goal for Bowling 
Green, Saturday's match was no 
contest. It would have taken a 
shotgun blast to dent the Falcon 
goal. Dennis Murphy skated behind 
the Saints' goal in the opening 
period and centered the puck out 
front to Dave Snow, who popped it 
in. As it turned out, this was the 
only goal the Falcons needed to 
rack their record up to 2-1. 
St. Clair threatened In the second 
period when they got a three on one 
break, but the shot was blocked off 
the stick of Jack Reaume. At the 
10:00 mark the Saints put up a bar- 
rage of shots, but Galaska turned 
the flurry of five or six shots away. 
He brushed his forehead with his 
glove as If to insinuate a sign of 
relief after the assault had ended. 
BG got Is second goal on a 20 
footer by Blyth from the right zone. 
Preston assisted on the play. The 
Falcons continued the assault when 
a high floating shot by Owen Free- 
man got out of the goalie's glove 
and dribbled out In front of the 
crease. Root took advantage of the 
bobble and slapped the puck In off 
Kenny's leg. 
After only 22 seconds had 
elapsed, Paul Turpln closed the 
scoring parade with the fourth 
goal of the game. 
BG outshot St. Clair In each 
period, ending up with 69 shots to 
56 for Its opponent. 
"We used a lot of players, 26 
to be exact, In order to see who is 
going to be playing In the future; 
we've got a lot of tough ones coming 
up," said Vivian. 
Sports Roundup 
Injuries rake pro QB's 
NEW YORK (AP) - Injuries con- 
tinue to cut deep Into the ranks 
of the pro quarterbacks with Chic- 
ago's Virgil Carter, Dallas' Don 
Meredith, Cincinnati's Sam Wyche 
and Denver's Steve Tens! the latest 
to go down for the count. 
Carter  suffered a broken right j 
ankle   In a  16-13 defeat  by At- 
lanta Sunday.   It was  the   second | 
major  Injury  this month for the 
Bears,   who  lost halfback    Gale I 
Sawyers last week. 
Meredith was cut down at Wash- I 
lngton when a Redskin    lineman | 
rolled  into  him on a pass rush. 
The Cowboys' ace passer suffered I 
a muscle  tear  In his left knee. | 
'Dancers' Image discussed 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Coun- 
sel for Peter Fuller denied Mon- 
day that phenylbutazone was pres- 
ent In Dancer's Image when the 
Fuller colt won the 1968 Kentucky 
Derby last May. 
The denial was among the high- 
lights of an opening statement to the 
Kentucky State Racing Com- 
mission. The five-member panel 
began hearing Fuller's appeal on 
the disqualification of Dancer's 
Image on grounds that traces of 
the medication were found In the 
colt's system after the race. 
Bowl picks narrowed 
ROSE BOWL - Southern Cal- 
ifornia 8-0 vs. the winner of this 
week's game between Ohio State 
8-0 and Michigan 8-1. 
ORANGE BOWL - Penn State 
8-0, vs. Kansas 8-1. 
SUGAR BOWL - Georgia 7-0 
-2 vs. probably either Texas 7-1 
-1 or Arkansas 8-1-0. 
COTTON BOWL - Tennessee 
6-1-1 vs.  the  Southwest winner. 
GATOR BOWL - Dec. 28, Jack- 
sonville, Fla. - Missouri 7-2 vs. 
probably Alabama 7-2. 
BLUEBONNET BOWL, Dec. 31, 
Houston - Oklahoma 5-3 vs. South- 
ern Methodist 6-3. 
SUN BOWL, Dec 28, El Paso, 
Tex. - Auburn 6-3 vs. an unpicked 
team. 
LIBERTY BOWL, Dec 14. Mem- 
phis - Neither team picked! Under 
consideration: Louisiana State 6-3, 
Mississippi 6-3, and Florida State 
6-2. 
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Gridders slowed up 7-6 
in mud by N. Illinois 
By GARY DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
Down, down, down ... 
K  the   Falcons weren't down 
entering  the game with Northern 
Illinois, they had to be after Huskle 
John Spills  returned the opening 
klckoff 96 yards for s. touchdown. 
It proved to be an Insurmount- 
able lead tor the Falcons who mis- 
sed  the conversion on their only 
Standring 
touchdown late In the first half. 
Despite penetrating the Northern 
20 yard line twice, and moving to 
the 21 on another occasion, the Fal- 
cons could not push across enough 
points to erase the surprising 
Northern lead. 
For the Huskies It was only their 
second win of the season In nine 
decisions, and It ends a seven 
game losing streak. The Falcons 
were the Huskies only other victim 
since defeating the Ball State Car- 
dinals. 
It was a highly frustrating after- 
noon for the Falcons, who were 
stopped on the one yard line In the 
third period. The real frustration 
though came when the snap on the 
conversion was bobbled and Dave 
Polaks' boot went wide. 
Polak was replacing Al Sllva on 
the kicking chores and also missed 
a 31 yard field goal with an angle. 
Northern Illinois averaging 219 
on the lines to only 207 for the Fal- 
cons limited BG to Just 77 yards 
rushing and 140 yards through the 
air. 
The wet and soggy turf proved an 
eouallzer in the contest 
Vern Wlreman who was again. 
at the helm, displayed little of 
previous pin-point accuracy su- 
cumblng to the elements. A large 
percentage of his aerials were 
lofted over the heads of Intended 
receivers. 
The Falcons were unable to 
sustain a balanced attack and pres- 
sure fell to the passing attack, 
which never materialized under 
the extremely wet conditions. 
So important were the wet con- 
ditions they caused a complete 
reversal of game plans for the 
Huskies. NIU has found their major 
success through the air, Bob Car- 
penter (QB) to John Spills his spe- 
edy end. This combination never 
got untracked Saturday and the 
Huskies were able to complete just 
four of 14 passes, 
Tom Standring picked off a 
screen pass and Larry Kelley 
grabbed another aerial shortly 
before the end of the half. Kelley 
found himself covering Spills most 
of the afternoon and he cooled his 
effectiveness. 
Minus the services of Joe Green 
for most of the game, the Falcons 
suffered on ground defense as the 
Huskies rolled up 162 yards. 
Behind the powerful rushes of 
John LaLonde who gained 125 yards 
STATISTICS 
First downs 
Yords rushing 
BG 
14 
77 
NIU 
11 
162 
Yards passing 
Total yards 
140 
217 
41 
203 
Passes attempted 
completed 
had intercepted 
31 
14 
1 
14 
4 
2 
Fumbles-lost 
punts average 
penalties 
3-2 
4-29 
3-25 
2-2 
6-26.6 
6-44 
ALPHA PHI 
is proud 
of their 
"Best Dressed 
Girl" 
Barb Krueger 
1st runner-up 
Congratulations! 
HOUSING 
FORUM 
WED. NOV. 20 
7.00 PM 
Student Service Center 
Attention 
Sophmores! 
ONE REPRESENTATIVE and ONE ALTERNATE 
from each dormitory housi ng sophomores is needed to 
serve on SOPHOMORE CLASS CABINET. 
If interested, contact one of the following people be- 
fore 5:00 p.m. Wednesday, November 20. 
Jim Taylor, Rm. 441 Bromfield, Ext. 2241 
Frank Pittmon, Ext. 2403 
Bruce Edwards, Ext. 2402 
Kathy Burly, Rm. 244 McDonald, Ext.3031 
on 24 carries the Huskies control- 
led the ball on drives that carried 
to the Falcons three and 19 yard 
lines In the second quarter. Bob 
Simmons ended the first drive with 
a diving tackle to stop a Huskle 
drive that had carried from their 
own 31. The second drive ended 
in a 36 field goal attempt that fell 
short. 
Northern's deepest penetration 
after that was to the Falcon 20 
after Intercepting a Wlreman pass 
late in the final quarter when the 
Falcons drove to the Northern 37. 
Meanwhile the Falcons had their 
chances in the basket fulls. The 
Falcons' Dave Roese fell on a NIU 
fumble at the Huskle 39, but the 
drive ended six yards later at the 
33. Also in the first quarter the 
Falcons blocked a punt to takeover 
on the NIU 33, the drive ending on 
the 34. 
Only the screen pass Inter- 
ception by Standring that set the 
Birds to work on the 26, provided 
fruitful. Wlreman found Zlmpfer 
in the end zone tor  the points. 
A drive early in the third period 
carried to the NIU one where a pass 
completion netted a two yard loss 
and no touchdown. On the next 
series the Falcons stalled at the 14. 
Bob Maltarlch recovered a 
fumble at the NIU 29 and still 
another break for the Falcons, In 
the   final   period,  but no  score. 
And so went the remainder of 
the game, no score. 
S. M. 0. C. 
(Small Machine on Campus) 
© 
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR 
VOLKSWAGEN NEEDS! 
LOU LoRICHE, INC. 
9a0 Plasa at Route 224 East Flndlay, Ohio 
TELEPHONE 422-6424 
WE OFFER EVENING SALES* SERVICE - MONDAY 
AND THURSDAY TIL 9 P.M. 
(opp. Ft. Flndlay Shopping Center) 
* 
Congratulations 
PENNY CONRAD 
1968 Best Dressed Girl 
From all the 
Alpha Chi's 
SOG SOG SAYS 
LIU OWLS ARE HIGH 
on Their new Bigs! 
BETA ALPHA PSI 
ACCOUNTING HONORARY 
PRESENTS 
MR. ANDREW BARR 
Chief Accountant for the 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
EVERYONE INVITED 
The United man 
is looking for qualified 
new stewardesses! 
See him, talk to him, 
listen to him, complete 
an application form. 
On - Campus 
interviews 
21 
Call your Placement Office 
for an appointment 
UNITED AIR LINES 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
EMPLOYER 
Pogt 12/Tht BG Nm, Jimsday, November 19, 1968 
LASALLE'S 
V 
ONLY LASALLE'S COULD 
BRING YOU A LUXURY SPECIAL 
PURCHASE LIKE THIS 
3 days only 
hand-detailed 
suits of elegant 
sharkskin 
fabrics 
$ 56 
1   ARE WE KIDDING? 
Not Lasalle's. We worked with a fine 
suit manufacturer six months in advance to bring 
you this once-in-alifetime value — luxurious 
imported suits of 100% wool sharkskin or wool and 
silk blend sharkskin, comparable in every way 
to suits selling for much, much more. 2-button side 
vent suits lined in Bemberg rayon, impeccably 
tailored with 23 hand-stitched details so that the 
bidden parts of the suits are as carefully made 
as the parts you see. Blues, charcoals, blacks, browns, 
greys and greens; regulars, shorts and longs. 
NO CHARGE FOR ALTERATIONS 
Sleeve cuff finished by hand 
Undercollar batted by hand 
Armholes basted by hand 
Shoulder batted by hand 
Front and bottom thaped by hand 
Linings tacked by hand 
Falcon Shop 
/ 
